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Goals and Application
 Even as the COVID-19 pandemic has already 

generated unprecedented social and economic 
costs, tremendous uncertainty still remains 
about the future trajectory of new infections, rates 
of mortality and morbidity, public policy 
responses – and the associated economic 
impact

 At the same time, governments must continue to 
provide public services and to protect the health, 
safety, and welfare of their communities –
including educating children – and must 
develop budgets to do so

 This analysis is provided to assist in budget 
development and planning during these 
extraordinarily uncertain times, and is grounded 
in conversations we have been having in recent 
weeks with our clients around the country. A few 
notes:

• Many of you have likely already adopted a 
number of the approaches and practices we 
will outline today (some of which we have 
learned from those of you on this call!)

• We hope we can nonetheless contribute a few 
new and useful thoughts along the way and 
help to validate the important work you are 
already doing for your districts and 
communities

• While our focus today is on school districts, 
many of the general principles we address 
should be broadly applicable to all public 
agencies

 Navigating this ongoing uncertainty will 
inevitably require an iterative process for 
months to come; we encourage your ideas and 
feedback as we all continue to develop 
responses
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Today’s Focus

 We recognize that there are pressures on state aid to school districts

• This is not in your direct control, but MSBO and other organizations are in 
dialogue with the Governor and the Legislature

• There may be some Federal tools to help fill the gaps

 While awaiting state action on the budget and aid, you more directly can affect  
your expenditures

• So we’ll focus first on overall approaches to budgeting and managing in tough 
financial times, as well as some specific ideas under consideration in Michigan 
and around the country

• After that, we’ll move on to more specific possible expenditure and revenue 
options
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Uncertain Economy
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Economic Uncertainty

V… U… L… W…  … or      ?

Source: Harvard Business Review, “Understanding the Economic Shock of Coronavirus,” March 27, 2020; Oregon Office of 
Economic Analysis, “COVID-19: The Square Root Recovery?,” April 7, 2020

2008 experiences
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Responding to Uncertainty
 Given high uncertainty regarding the economy’s trajectory and the divergence in mainstream 

economic forecasts, the development of multiple scenarios to plan for contingencies is now an 
increasingly prevalent best practice
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Budget Response to Uncertainty

 In turn, individual districts will have varying 
tools for navigating among evolving, 
alternative scenarios, for example:

• Contingent or reserve appropriations

• Reserve fund strategies

• Target budgeting

 Through whatever mechanism(s) are 
available and most appropriate locally, 
working through two or more scenarios can 
be beneficial for calibrating both an 
adopted budget and reserve/contingency 
plans 

 In turn, this requires first developing a 
comprehensive, consistent, and dynamic 
review of the budget as a whole under 
each of the economic scenarios selected 
(e.g., baseline, downside)

• Major Revenue Sources

• State

• Local

• Federal

• Non-Tax Revenues

• Expenditures
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Planning in Uncertain Times

 Developing multiple scenarios sets the parameters for your budgeting and 
planning – what is the gap that you are trying to solve?

 Your list of potential options should be greater than the budget gap

• As the past few weeks have demonstrated, circumstances will change over time, 
and there will be barriers to implementing every initiative on the list

 Upgraded or more frequent monitoring and reporting of key budget drivers will 
provide insight to adjust your plans (e.g. COVID-19 tracker)

 Maintaining communication with stakeholders is an important part of building 
consensus 

• This includes the superintendent, school board, staff members, union, and most 
importantly, both parents and students

 You will need to balance needed savings with fairness to different groups of 
stakeholders, long-term morale, and financial reality
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Where to Start?

 You should begin your planning with options that you have already developed, or 
may have available within your administrative team

 Revisit your response to the Great Recession

• Are any of these strategies still applicable?

• Is it time to consider other cyclical tactics again?

 Dialogue with department heads regarding potential savings or deferrals

 Finally, there may be plans that you have had in consideration before you could 
develop the necessary consensus to get them implemented

• Closing a school building

• Realigning schools and/or redistricting

• Consolidating classrooms
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Tracking Extraordinary COVID-19 Expenses

 Technology and support for remote 
access (e.g. Chromebooks, Wi-Fi hot 
spots, IT support, etc.)

 Specialized professional services

 Remote student supports (e.g. social 
workers, psychologists, etc.)

 Front-line worker overtime, premium 
pays, supports (e.g. temporary housing)

 Cleaning costs

 Public health outreach

 Other communications

 Tracking for potential future 
reimbursement is critical 

Source: graphic from the City of New York Independent Budget Office COVID-19 Spending Tracker as of 
4/15/2020, extracted 4/16/2020. Reflects City COVID-19 spending since 3/10/2020, excluding independent 
agencies such as New York City Health and Hospitals, New York City Transit, and the New York City Housing 
Authority. Personal services costs also excluded. https://ibo.nyc.ny.us/covid-19-city-spending-tracker.html

City of New York Cumulative COVID-19 Non-Personnel 
Spending By Expense Type, March 10, 2020 to April 15, 2020
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Expenditure Impacts
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Expenditure Impact Overview

 Districts face extraordinary costs… and some partial offsetting savings… related 
directly to COVID-19 effects on service needs and demands

 Broader indirect spending impacts are seen across the budget

• Active employee wages and benefits

• Future pension and OPEB costs

• Planned maintenance and rehabilitation spending

• Other non-personnel costs – from contracts to claims

 Effects of cost containment initiatives

 There are not likely any home runs or triples that will resolve all budget challenges

• A response strategy will be made up of many doubles, singles and bunts
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Quantifying “Organic” Savings
 Some savings will likely be achieved “organically” as a result of current restrictions on 

social activity (and may also, in some cases, be maximized through management action)

 You may have started some of these as you reacted to the changes this spring, and 
many of these will conserve cash in the short-term with marginal savings

Function Potential Savings

Teachers • Fewer substitute teachers (long-term substitutes may still be on payroll)
• Reduced pay for extra duty

Custodians / 
Maintenance

• Less overtime once buildings were closed
• Less need for seasonal hiring?

Transportation • No bus runs, fuel, roadside assistance; less repair & maintenance, 
insurance savings (including rebates)

Food Service • Some savings unless full staff needed to prepare meals for pickup 
during school closures

Programs • Fewer field trips (bus costs/ admissions fees); spring sports travel

Buildings • Lower utilities spending, custodial supplies and equipment
• Some external maintenance and rehabilitation postponed
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Going Beyond Organic Savings

 Facing potentially deep expenditure reductions will require making very tough, 
bold choices, many of which may have long been needed but were simply 
unthinkable only months ago

 What cost-savings and revenue improvement proposals have been on your 
radar – or perhaps even considered and turned down or deferred by your 
Board – and now should be dusted off and added to the list of options?

 Adding these alternatives can help put difficult but less drastic choices in 
perspective

 In some cases, the situation may have changed enough that solutions that 
were previously anathema now need and will receive serious consideration
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Start by Building a Comprehensive Inventory

 Create a master inventory of all possible expenditure and revenue initiatives
 List of potential options should be greater than the budget gap
 To the extent possible, give decision makers the maximum amount of information 

by identifying:
• Potential savings or revenue, including cost to implement in the current year and 

long-term, and consider the reliability of savings or revenue now and over time
• Degree of difficulty (can you do this unilaterally? Need Superintendent approval?  

Board approval?  Legislative action?)
• Human impact
• Equity impact
• Stakeholder acceptance and feasibility
• Practice in other Michigan districts or districts in other states
• Externalities and economic effects

 As you consider these options, it’s important to consider the overall impact on any 
initiative on a per-pupil funding basis
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Expanding the Options

 Digging deeper into the expenditure budget will require more difficult decisions, some of 
which are outlined below

 In addition to considering General Fund expenditure cuts, you can also evaluate your 
internal service funds (healthcare, workers’ compensation, etc.)

• Can you absorb some costs through those funds to limit the impact on the General 
Fund? (e.g. use cash in healthcare fund to cover potential future increase in claims)

Structural Changes Deferred Expenses (Include Tentative
Schedule to Revisit)

• Consolidate low-enrollment sections
• Cancel low-enrollment offerings
• Don’t replace attrited positions
• Close non-economic facilities
• Redistrict enrollment zones
• Bus rerouting; expand walking zone(s)
• Move to contract services

• Curriculum, classroom materials and/or 
textbooks, technology (if you can)

• Large non-capital items like vehicles
• Deferral or freeze of maintenance and 

rehabilitation costs supported through the 
General Fund
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Vendor Negotiations

 Vendors may be willing to work with you to accommodate 
short-term discounts or changes in payment terms to 
preserve cash flow; however, you will need to beware of 
the impact on your smaller providers

 You may have started these discussions with your service 
providers in planning for the end of the current year

 Can you revisit contract terms for cost escalators, or are 
these automatically benchmarked to changes in CPI?

 Are there emergency or force majeure provisions that can 
be invoked?

 Is it time to bid out some of your larger service contracts?

 Large national auto insurers are offering partial rebates or 
credits for April and May; can this apply to your bus fleet or 
sedans/SUVs, if any?

Consumer Price Index Trends

• Across the four most-recent U.S. 
recessions (starting with 1981-82), 
the 12-month change in in CPI 
from the business expansion peak 
to the recession trough averaged 
−3.2%

• In March 2020, the CPI nationally 
(all Urban Consumers, seasonally 
adjusted) fell by 0.4%, the largest 
monthly decline in over five years

• While a portion of this decline was 
driven by falling energy prices not 
directly related to COVID-19… in 
just this one month:

 Airline fares declined 12.6%
 Hotel/motel costs fell 7.7%
 Apparel costs dropped 2.0%

• The cost of household cleaning 
products, however, increased 
1.1%

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Kevin L. Kliesen, “The Year of Living Dangerously: The COVID-19 
Shock and the Probability of Deflation,” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, April 9, 2020
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Vendor Negotiations:  Transportation
 Ending school building operations for the 2019-20 school year may present some 

opportunities to approach vendors for negotiated rates in the current year

 Focusing on transportation, there a number of areas with potential savings:

• Core administrative and clerical staff?

• Maintain complement of drivers and maintenance staff?

• Reduced costs for fuel, vehicle insurance, maintenance supplies, roadside 
assistance?

• Fixed costs for continuity of business? (e.g. vehicle leases, building rent, 
workers’ compensation, etc.)

 Negotiated discounts should be documented, and should be tied to savings that 
the contractor is able to achieve

 In some cases you may be able to work with contractors to achieve other goals 
and continue to provide appropriate payments (e.g. distributing meals, mobile Wi-
Fi hotspots, delivering technology and resources to teachers and/or students)
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Active Employee Workforce Costs

 Budget management = position 
management

 Addressing budget gaps from reduced 
revenues will require reviewing salary 
and benefit costs

 April 28, 2020 letter from Council of 
Great City Schools forecast up to 
275,000 job losses 

 In the short-term, cost impacts for 
health insurance are uncertain, 
although there may be some savings 
for the self-insured due to deferred 
elective procedures and fewer in-
person doctor visits

Health Insurance Cost Factors

As with other dimensions of the COVID-19 crisis, the impact on 
health care costs is yet to be determined, and will likely vary 
significantly for different public employers.

An early study by Covered California (“The Potential National 
Health Cost Impacts to Consumers, Employers and Insurers 
Due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19),” March 22, 2020) 
projected potential 2021 premium cost increases due to the 
virus alone ranging from 4% to more than 40%, based on 
factors including:

• Number of infections, cost of testing, and cost of treatments
• The degree to which COVID-19 testing and treatment costs 

are continuing into 2021
• Impact in 2020 on insurer capital reserves and the need to 

rebuild reserves prospectively
• Extent of elective surgeries and other treatments deferred 

into 2021
• Further federal action, if any, to support health insurers

Self-insured employers will see similar factors play out at a 
more localized level, with potential pressures on future rates for 
any stop-loss coverage maintained. 

While many of the factors will hopefully become clearer over the 
months ahead, engaging early with health benefits advisors 
may help to assess potential impacts
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Compensation Strategies

 Addressing the financial 
challenges from COVID-19 may 
require returning to the bargaining 
table with your employee groups

 Retaining employees and 
minimizing building-level 
disruptions are important given 
the additional challenges of 
closing academic gaps and 
maintaining student growth in the 
current environment

 If furloughs are being considered 
as an option, you should start with 
the minimum complement of staff 
that you need to open a school

Potential Options

• Position freeze / no hiring
• Eliminate vacancies
• Early retirement program (payroll savings less 

incentive costs)
• Pre-approval for overtime, teacher extra pay
• MOU to temporarily remove or limit extra pay, 

stipends, etc.
• Deferred pay increases
• Substitute step movement for one-time bonus 

(possibly additional savings if non-pensionable)
• Pay cuts or furlough days
• Furloughs and layoffs (accounting for 

unemployment insurance and accrued leave 
payouts), beginning with non-instructional
personnel
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Employee Benefits

 Addressing employee benefits costs is 
more challenging in advance of next school 
year

 Plan design changes will take time to lead 
to budgetary savings

 One-time employee givebacks (e.g. 
temporary increased share of premium 
costs) are a blunt tool, and may be 
necessary to pair with salary reductions

 In the short-term, self funded plans with a 
sufficient cash cushion may use reserves to 
limit the General Fund exposure to claims 
cost increases in the coming year

Potential Options

• Defer employer share of Social
Security payments for cash flow 
(CARES Act provision)

• Defer benefit increases
• Conduct a periodic benefit eligibility

audit
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Pensions and OPEB
 Pensions

• Generally not an immediate issue

 Lag from actuarial valuation to budgeting

 Extent of market declines still to be determined

 Smoothing practices and investment return 
assumptions vary

• Poorly funded plans may have near-term concerns 
about liquidating assets in a down market to pay 
benefits

• Most plans will likely face large intermediate and 
long-term increased funding pressures, which could 
translate into MPSERS contribution increases

 OPEB

• Impact on pay-go claims and premium costs may 
parallel active employee cost trends

• Consider effect on pre-funding plans and strategies

• Not likely the ideal time to liquidate OPEB trust 
assets to fund current pay-go costs (“selling low”) 

Retirement finance strategies: while not the 
focus of today’s presentation, many systems 
will likely revisit their benefit structures and 
funding practices, including the pros and 
cons of POBs, over the months just ahead

Source (Figure 4): Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, “The Funding of State and Local 
Pensions” 2013-2017 (June 2014)

Lagging Impact on Pension Plan Funding 
Following the Prior (Great) Recession
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Managing Capital, Maintenance, and Rehabilitation Costs

 For most capital projects, available funds and allowable uses will be determined by your 
school district’s voter-approved bond issues

• For voted school bond issues, voters must authorize the School District to issue a not-to-
exceed dollar amount of bonds to pay for improvements identified in the ballot proposal.

 In some cases, you may be able to establish a sinking fund or shift some costs from the 
General Fund to an established sinking fund

 In other cases, you may consider deferring some costs that are supported by the General 
Fund

• E.g. school bus purchases

• As a best practice, you should also adopt a timeline for when you would make these 
investments at a future date to avoid an accumulated balance of deferred maintenance

• Eventually, costs deferred may return as a problem in future General Fund budgets
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Sinking Funds

 What is a sinking fund?

• Voter approval required

• 3 mill maximum

• 10 year maximum

• Projects typically financed on a “pay as you go” basis

• May issue limited tax bonds and use sinking fund to pay for larger projects which 
are eligible to be funded from sinking fund levies.  Consult your registered 
municipal advisor if contemplating a bond issue.

 Sinking Fund Uses

• Purchase of real estate for school building sites

• Construction, remodeling or repair of school buildings

• Technology equipment

• School safety improvements

• Funds can NOT be used to purchase buses
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Bond vs. Sinking Fund Permitted use of Proceeds

Description Bonds?
Sinking
Fund?

Purchase of or development of real estate for school buildings?  

Construction of school buildings or additions?  

Remodeling of school buildings?  

Renovations of school buildings and athletic facilities?  

Repair / Maintenance of school buildings?  

Technology equipment school security improvements?  *
School buses, loose furnishings, equipment?  

Playground development and improvement?  

Energy Conservation Improvements and asbestos abatement?  
*Only initial purchase of instructional technology equipment is a permitted use for sinking fund millage approved by voters after November 
2016. The term “school security improvements” does not include personnel costs or operation costs. 

Consult your registered municipal advisor if contemplating a bond issue.
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Can COVID-19 Changes be Harnessed to Help Address Budget Challenges?

 To date, much of this presentation has focused on budget and financing techniques to 
make it through the economic fallout of the pandemic

 It’s also an opportunity to look at reemergence and redevelopment strategies

 What changes pioneered during the pandemic could help fill the financial gap faced by 
school districts and other local agencies?

• Options for expanding remote learning, providing enhanced offerings for students with 
fewer personnel, lower transportation costs, and building on recent investment in 
student computers and connectivity

• Faster decision-making and less time organizing and traveling to physical meetings

• More online transactions, from registration to tax payment to document filing

• Loosened procurement rules while maintaining safeguards
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Longer Term Plays

 In some cases, your school district’s response to COVID-19 may contribute to 
longer-term strategies

 For example, has the implementation of your continuity of education plan 
increased future opportunities for blended learning or virtual education?

• Expanded access to gifted programs or in-demand (but low enrollment) courses 
at a low cost?

• Can you leverage higher online class sizes to reduce the costs of certain 
electives?

 Co-locate or coordinate certain municipal services (community schools model) in a 
way that saves money for both

 Budget office, academic leadership, and legal advisors should be planning for how 
to evaluate the needs of your special education students when you return to 
school, and develop plans to meet those needs while limiting compensatory 
education costs
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Cost Containment / Departmental and Strategic Engagement

 As already noted, many government 
agencies have already initiated initial cost 
control efforts (e.g. hiring freezes, 
deferring maintenance, etc.) and, if not 
already launched, are commonly 
evaluating more severe measures (e.g. 
furloughs and service cuts)

 At a technical level, it is important that any 
such measures be fully and realistically 
quantified as part of a budget reforecast

 At a practical level, early manager, 
principal and stakeholder engagement 
can help to identify smarter and more 
enduring opportunities than across-the-
board reductions

• Manager and principal engagement can 
also help to identify and capture the 
more immediate “organic” savings from 
social restrictions and a slowed 
economy, as well as (potentially 
reimbursable) direct COVID-19 response 
costs

 Many communities are also finding 
benefits from peer-to-peer coordination 
with other districts within regions and/or 
sectors 
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Revenues
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State Budget Pressures

 A study by Moody’s Analytics issued on April 14, 2020 projected potential revenue losses 
across the 50 states through FY2021 equivalent to 14.8% to 19.5% of General Fund revenues

 As shown below, Moody’s forecasts the combined fiscal shock to be nearly one third of 
Michigan’s General Fund revenue by the end of FY2021

 These shortfalls are greater than the State’s total balances and rainy-day funds

Baseline
(Moderate Stress) Severe Stress Scenario

Tax Revenue Shortfall ($1,929.25) million
-18.6%

($2,512.78) million
-24.2%

Medicaid Spending Increase $872.36
8.4%

$983.21
9.5%

Combined Fiscal Shock ($2,801.62) million
-27.0%

($3,495.98) million
-33.7%

Rainy-Day Surplus/Shortfall -15.9% -21.0%

Total Balances 
Surplus/Shortfall -9.7% -16.9%

Source: Moody’s Analytics, “Stress-Testing States: COVID-19,” 4/14/2020

Michigan General Fund Stress Test
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State Aid Fund Shortfall – Projected by RSQE on May 4, 2020

Source:  University of Michigan Research Seminar in Quantitative Economics, May 4 Presentation
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Intergovernmental Revenues (Federal to Local)

Special Federal Assistance

• To date, multiple categories of potential federal 
assistance have been established or expanded

• These include:

 K-12 Education Stabilization Fund (Michigan 
estimated allocation:  $389.8 million)

 Governors’ Emergency Relief Fund (Michigan 
estimated allocation:  $89.4 million)

 Child Care and Development Block Grant 
(Michigan estimated allocation:  $100.9 million)

 Head Start Support ($750 million distributed 
nationally based on enrollment)

 Additional funds for child nutrition, safe schools 
and citizenship education

• Full analysis of these (and any future rounds of 
opportunities) will be important for comprehensive 
projections, particularly on a multi-year basis

Source (Michigan allocations): House Committee on Education & Labor, 
“CARES Act State-by-State Emergency Education and Child Care Funding,” 
4/15/2020

 One-time extraordinary aid from the 
federal government should not be 
used for recurring expenses

 Guidelines from the federal 
government and the Michigan DOE 
outline eligible expenditures for the 
K-12 Education Stabilization Fund

 Fewer restrictions apply to funds 
from the Governors’ Emergency 
Funds, but funds are shared 
between K-12 and higher education

 These emergency funds can be 
distributed to K-12 school districts 
and higher education institutions
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Other Non-Tax Revenues

 Investment income

• Lower interest rates

• Greater draw downs on reserves / weaker cash flow

 Voluntary contributions from nonprofits / Payments In Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs)

• At risk due to nonprofit fiscal challenges

 Rentals, admissions, and student activity income

• Will see declines due to cancellation of community events, athletic events, and other 
student activities

 Other miscellaneous

• Tuition for other students may decrease due to days of school closure

• Private contributions from community members and local foundations may decline with 
individual income
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Filing Delays / Collections Issues

 Widespread property tax filing delays

• Are discounts for early payment still in place?

• Potential longer-term collection risk, e.g. due 
to small business bankruptcies

 Impact of other tax filing delays at higher 
levels of government:

• Michigan state income tax filing has been 
pushed to July 15

 Potential programs to waive penalties 
and/or interest for late payment

 General exposure to heightened 
nonpayment and collection risk

Both a fiscal year timing issue and an 
absolute dollar issue
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Emerging Practices
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Putting It All Together - Sample Budget Scenario Planning
Budget Scenario Planning 20/21 20/21 20/21 20/21

Best Middle Worst Most Likely
Estimated operating surplus/(shortfall) from prior year                      -      (150,000)      (300,000)       (300,000)

Change in foundation allowance per pupil              (300)              (500)              (600)              (500)
Change in fall student count - -75 -200 -75
Blended enrollment 4,144 4,077 3,964 4,077
Revenue changes
Revenue impact of student count         (46,152)      (593,644)   (1,506,132)       (593,644)
Revenue impact of changes in foundation allowance   (1,243,347)   (2,038,495)   (2,378,694)    (2,038,495)
Act 18 (3.5%)          89,479          89,479          89,479           89,479 
Transportation and itinerant reimbursements  -  -  -  - 
Medicaid FFS         (50,000)         (50,000)         (50,000)         (50,000)
Special ed state funding (51f)  -  -  -  - 
Regional program tuition          10,000          10,000          10,000           10,000 
CARES Act Funding - final allocation posted 050120        779,835        779,835        779,835         779,835 
Expenditure changes
Retirement rate increase (28.1% up from 27.5%)      (138,000)      (138,000)      (138,000)       (138,000)
Severance payments  -  -  -  - 
Copy machines  -  -  -  - 
Retirement/replacement differentials (12/10/6 retirees)        720,000        600,000        360,000         600,000 
Teacher step and increase      (707,000)      (707,000)      (707,000)       (707,000)
Support staff step and increase         (88,000)         (88,000)         (88,000)         (88,000)
Operations vehicle          40,000          40,000          40,000           40,000 
Property acquisition        200,000        200,000        200,000         200,000 
Admin step and increase      (130,000)      (130,000)      (130,000)       (130,000)
Schedule B increase           (5,000)           (5,000)           (5,000)            (5,000)
Util ities         (75,000)         (75,000)         (75,000)         (75,000)
Debt service           (2,500)           (2,500)           (2,500)            (2,500)
Cap out changes          20,000          20,000          20,000           20,000 
Insurance cap increase (3 percent per year)      (125,000)      (125,000)      (125,000)       (125,000)
Ancil lary l ines coverage         (22,500)         (30,000)         (50,000)         (30,000)
Curriculum purchases          81,584          81,584          81,584           81,584 
WC/PC coverages         (25,000)         (40,000)         (50,000)         (25,000)
Center and regional tuition         (25,000)         (30,000)         (50,000)         (30,000)
Projected operating surplus/(shortfall)      (741,601)   (2,381,741)   (4,074,428)    (2,516,741)

Sample Michigan School District multi-scenario budget planning tool, May 4, 2020


Sheet1

		Budget Scenario Planning		20/21		20/21		20/21				20/21

				Best		Middle		Worst				Most Likely

		Estimated operating surplus/(shortfall) from prior year		-		(150,000)		(300,000)				(300,000)

		Change in foundation allowance per pupil		(300)		(500)		(600)				(500)

		Change in fall student count		-		-75		-200				-75

		Blended enrollment		4,144		4,077		3,964				4,077

		Revenue changes

		Revenue impact of student count		(46,152)		(593,644)		(1,506,132)				(593,644)

		Revenue impact of changes in foundation allowance		(1,243,347)		(2,038,495)		(2,378,694)				(2,038,495)

		Act 18 (3.5%)		89,479		89,479		89,479				89,479

		Transportation and itinerant reimbursements		-		-		-				-

		Medicaid FFS		(50,000)		(50,000)		(50,000)				(50,000)

		Special ed state funding (51f)		-		-		-				-

		Regional program tuition		10,000		10,000		10,000				10,000

		CARES Act Funding - final allocation posted 050120		779,835		779,835		779,835				779,835

		Expenditure changes

		Retirement rate increase (28.1% up from 27.5%)		(138,000)		(138,000)		(138,000)				(138,000)

		Severance payments		-		-		-				-

		Copy machines		-		-		-				-

		Retirement/replacement differentials (12/10/6 retirees)		720,000		600,000		360,000				600,000

		Teacher step and increase		(707,000)		(707,000)		(707,000)				(707,000)

		Support staff step and increase		(88,000)		(88,000)		(88,000)				(88,000)

		Operations vehicle		40,000		40,000		40,000				40,000

		Property acquisition		200,000		200,000		200,000				200,000

		Admin step and increase		(130,000)		(130,000)		(130,000)				(130,000)

		Schedule B increase		(5,000)		(5,000)		(5,000)				(5,000)

		Utilities		(75,000)		(75,000)		(75,000)				(75,000)

		Debt service		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)				(2,500)

		Cap out changes		20,000		20,000		20,000				20,000

		Insurance cap increase (3 percent per year)		(125,000)		(125,000)		(125,000)				(125,000)

		Ancillary lines coverage		(22,500)		(30,000)		(50,000)				(30,000)

		Curriculum purchases		81,584		81,584		81,584				81,584

		WC/PC coverages		(25,000)		(40,000)		(50,000)				(25,000)

		Center and regional tuition		(25,000)		(30,000)		(50,000)				(30,000)

		Projected operating surplus/(shortfall)		(741,601)		(2,381,741)		(4,074,428)				(2,516,741)
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Transparent Budget Assumptions

 Clarity for elected officials, senior 
policymakers, and other stakeholders 
regarding the underlying basis for 
economic projections (particularly 
around the path of the virus and return 
toward normalcy) 

 Opportunity for informed buy-in around 
the approach and/or recalibration as 
warranted

 Provides a record of assumptions at key 
junctures, to contextualize future post-
hoc reviews of forecast accuracy  

Example: City and County of San Francisco 
(3/31/2020)

• Ultimately, the duration and depth of the downturn will 
correlate with both the measures required to contain 
the spread of the virus and the economic dislocation 
that occurs during this period, both of which are 
unknown at this time. Given this uncertainty, we have 
projected General Fund tax revenues under two 
scenarios:

• More Limited Impact: A severe but more limited 
scenario resulting from a better-case, limited duration 
recession in which the economy experiences a short, 
six-month shock and then rapidly recovers by the end 
of calendar year 2020

• More Extended Impact: A more severe and extended 
scenario where the economy experiences a more 
severe six-month shock, followed by a slower period 
of recovery that extends through the end of calendar 
year 2020 and through 20201. For FY2019-20, 
extended impact scenario projections represent a 
deeper shock than limited impact projections.
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Budget Delays and Controls

 Extended fiscal year (e.g., State of New Jersey)

 Deferred budget votes (e.g. State of New York)

 Appropriation controls

• Partial year appropriation (e.g. Q1 only)

• Target budgets; hold-backs, formal (or informal)

 Budgeted contingencies

 Planning for Amended Budgets
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Use of Reserves

 There is no one-size-fits-all approach to reserves

 The best approaches are risk-based and policy-driven specific to each governmental entity

 Some general thoughts:

• If you have a “Rainy Day Fund” or equivalent reserve for budget stabilization… well… it’s 
pouring

• At the same time, other risks and contingencies remain in place even beyond the current 
storm (e.g., natural disasters, public health and economic conditions worse than a 
baseline projection, etc.)

• Look to your current policy

• Where possible, the use of reserves for one-time costs or impacts (e.g. fiscal year timing 
concerns from tax filing delays) is preferable to covering ongoing shortfalls

• If drawdowns are needed, articulate a thoughtful approach, inclusive of plans for 
regaining structural balance and ultimately replenishing reserves (inclusive of how any 
federal cost reimbursements are used)
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Multi-Year Perspective

 Since you have a June 30 - July 1 fiscal year, all dimensions of this challenge will be multi-year

 As you move from triage to stability…

 The next step toward sustainability is to refresh (or establish, if not already in place) your 
multi-year financial plan to take into account concerns such as:

• Multi-year revenue effects

• Increased long-term pension costs

• Capital, maintenance, and rehabilitation program strategy

• New emergency preparedness requirements

• (Lasting?) changes in how people work and live (e.g. more working from home leading to 
different office space requirements – and commercial property valuations – and/or less 
transit ridership and commuter parking demand; potential new constituent expectations for 
on-line public services, etc.)  

 Over time you should continue to develop your inventory of negative and positive budget 
effects of COVID-19 to continually update your forecasting tools
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Thank You!
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Important Disclosure Information

ABOUT PFM

PFM is the marketing name for a group of affiliated companies providing a range of services. All services are provided 
through separate agreements with each company. This material is for general information purposes only and is not 
intended to provide specific advice or a specific recommendation.

Financial advisory services are provided by PFM Financial Advisors LLC and Public Financial Management, Inc. Both are 
registered municipal advisors with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Municipal Securities 
Rulemaking Board (MSRB) under the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010. Investment advisory services are provided by PFM Asset 
Management LLC which is registered with the SEC under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Swap advisory services 
are provided by PFM Swap Advisors LLC which is registered as a municipal advisor with both the MSRB and SEC under 
the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, and as a commodity trading advisor with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
Additional applicable regulatory information is available upon request.

Consulting services are provided through PFM Group Consulting LLC. Institutional purchasing card services are provided 
through PFM Financial Services LLC. PFM’s financial modelling platform for strategic forecasting is provided through PFM 
Solutions LLC.

For more information regarding PFM’s services or entities, please visit www.pfm.com.

Special disclaimer regarding the research and forecasts included in today’s presentation: This research and any 
forecasts are based on public information as of April 2020 that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is 
accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates and forecasts 
contained herein are also as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior notification.
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